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What Players are Saying about Clockwork Depths“Clockwork Depths is such a fun, interactive
game for all experience levels and ages. This was the first LARP I’ve ever played and it was
super easy to hop in and have fun with friends!”Keegan W.“The costumes and wild variety of
characters gave me a chance to express myself without judgement. It was amazing! Clockwork
Depths is a world to get lost in and find new strengths and personality you never knew you had
before.”Matthew L.“A new spin on steampunk as well as many other new concepts for
roleplaying. Dave Blazek’s vision has evolved the gaming industry with this one.” Andrew
P.Clockwork DepthsAn Undersea Steampunk Roleplaying GameDavid BlazekThis book is
dedicated to my best friend Mike, whose advice to get over myself and embrace my inner geek
was the best I’d ever gotten. You left us too soon and everyone who ever knew you misses you
every day.ContentsIntroduction1. The Game, the World, and the Characters’ Place2. Species of
Sky and Sea3. Character Creation4. Ships, Shops, and Stuff5. Game Mechanics6.
Antagonists7. Playing and Running the GameAppendix AAppendix BAppendix CAppendix
DAbout Girded Rose GamesIntroductionWelcome to New ArlingtonAdeleia’s stare bored into
the airlock’s large copper handwheel as if her will alone could force it to move faster and let her
out of the six by six death trap she found herself in. If the visible network of gears, cogs, and
locking pins had not been dirty, corroded, and heavily patinaed she may have been able to stop
the rhythmic rapping of her fingers against the grip of her revolver, but the fact that the wheel
turned a few clicks every few seconds didn’t help.The trip in the submersible had been bad
enough—tight quarters, the boat’s Adabrass hull groaned and pinged as they dove, and she was
certain the crew made their living as pirates when they weren’t ferrying former lubbers such as
herself to New Arlington. But none of that was half as bad as standing in a slowly leaking,
supposedly water-tight metal box a couple hundred meters under the ocean’s surface waiting for
what was undoubtedly an underpaid mechanic on the other side to let her in.That’s what I get for
taking a job in an underwater snow globe. Not that she’d had a lot of choice in the matter.
Though a damned good sheriff, she’d been blackballed up top, so the only option left for her was
living and working in a dometown. At least for now.Just as she swore that the wheel had started
turning in the opposite direction, a series of loud clanks sounded and the massive door swung
open. Three quick steps—not quite a run, but close—carried her out of the airlock and onto a
grassy hill…not at all what she’d been expecting. Adeleia squinted against the bright light
beaming from the apex of the dome, where the four massive main girders met. A series of
smaller metal beams branched from it and followed a geometry she didn’t quite understand
because metallurgy, engineering, and alchemy had never been her strong suits in school. The
dome was made of alternating sections of copperlite and cynglass, divided into eight segments
like a massive orange. While the metal sections didn’t worry her, she had to admit she would
have liked more bracing on the glass ones. Beneath it all sat the city of New Arlington.“Quite a
sight, eh mum? Everything okay?”Adeleia blinked, realizing that in her discomfort she’d lost all
her manners and completely ignored the man who’d let her enter. “Yes. I wasn’t quite sure what
to expect.” She turned to him and extended her hand. “Adeleia Stazyk. Thanks for letting me



in.”The man was average in height and build and wore coveralls, a tool belt, and heavy work
boots. He shook her hand roughly. “The name’s Bren, and it was no problem. Council told me
you’d be arriving today but not exactly when, so I had to leave it to me own wits to figure it out.
But it worked out in the end, eh? First time under the sea?”She nodded and studied him. His
manner, the tools in his belt, and even the set of flip-down magnification lenses on his goggles
all told her that he was more at home tinkering with various clockwork mechanisms than greeting
guests. However, the way he stood and the callus on his right index finger—the one positioned
exactly where you got one if you made a living pulling a trigger—told her otherwise. Had her past
followed her even here? Adeleia had upset some VIPs in the government, but she didn’t think
she’d upset them that much.“The council sent pictures of course,” she said. “But it’s hard to
gauge depth and scale from photos. Are all dometowns set up like this?”The man rubbed a hand
along his stubble as if thinking hard, but Adeleia had questioned enough suspects to recognize
a delaying tactic when she saw one. “Well, I’ve only been to one or two others. I figure most
towns that was infernite mines first have the same basic layout.” He pointed to their right, and
about a quarter way around the two-mile-wide dome Adeleia saw activity around several
hatches that were like the one she just came through, only ten times as big. “That’s the part of
town called Southport. Most submersible traffic comes and goes there. Bunch of warehouses,
seedy bars, and other places a lady such as yourself should stay out of.”“Thanks for the
advice.”“Sure thing. That big swath cutting clear through town from here to the east side is Main
Street. Bunch of shops, nicer taverns, tea houses, and even a cinema that shows talkies every
night. And of course we got our Seahorse Coffee, too. We ain’t savages, after all.”“Don’t know if
I’d have taken this job if there wasn’t one.”“So you’re here for work?”As if you didn’t know. Adeleia
nodded. “Yep. Council hired me as your new sheriff. Something untoward happened to the old
one from what I was able to gather?”Her question brought the man up short. She knew what had
happened to the old sheriff, though the council had tried to make it seem like the man had just
retired and moved on. It was one of the reasons she’d been ready for trouble from the get-go.
“Well, the council wants us to believe he just retired, but most of us can’t help but notice Sheriff
Matson retired after that gunfight outside the Hampton smithy a few weeks back. Now Matson
could handle himself good with a gun, but I heard one of the bandits pulled a Tesla gun and fried
Matson where he stood. Never did like them Tesla’s. Damned unsporting if you ask me.”“Those
the fields along the north wall there?” Adeleia asked.“Yep. A few farmers grow corn and beans
and such inside here, while just on the other side is the kelp fields. Now just a warning, while it is
a miracle in itself that they can even grow surface crops down here, they going to taste funny to
you at first. You’ll get used to them in no time. Other than that, you’re standing in Westgate Park,
and the homes you see at the bottom of the hill there are mostly artists and such. Mainly humans
but a sprinkling of Merrow too, though the stuff they make is out of my price range.”Adeleia
nodded. She’d read up on the Merrow before moving here, as well as the other undersea
species she was likely to encounter. Unfortunately, much like the photos of the town, what
information she could find did little to give her a complete picture of the locals. She was sure



there’d be a lot of on-the-job learning. As her eyes adjusted, she noticed that though it was close
to noon according to her pocket watch, the light was dimmer here than on the surface, and it was
tinged blue. But that was to be expected—that chunk of yellow infernite was powerful, but it
couldn’t compete with the sun.“Care to complete the tour and show me to the constable’s
building?” she asked. “I’d like to get set up.”“Nope.”“No?” The town was only a few square miles,
but unless the building was on Main Street it would take her hours to find. “Look, I know you were
probably only paid to let me in, but could you help a girl out?”“I’d love to show you around, but I
got to be running. Them pirates that have been plaguing the town pounded another of Admiral
Townsend’s gunboats, and I’m to go help get her back into fighting shape right quick.” The man
held up his hand as Adeleia started to interrupt. “Not to worry though. See that apple tree down
there? The one at the end of this small trail? Your guide’s waiting down there for you.”“Things
would’ve been simpler if she’d been here, don’t you think?”The man snorted and spat on the
ground. A gesture that, unlike most of his others, was genuine and not rehearsed. “I ain’t getting
near a Ghielt. You shouldn’t have to neither, but the council kind of forced one on you here. You
probably don’t need to worry. She’s just a little one and they scare easy, especially around guns.
Just mind your belongings and you’ll be okay.” The man looked into the airlock and then shut the
door. “No other bags besides your backpack?”“I had my things sent ahead so I could travel
unencumbered. With luck they’ve already been delivered to the office. Well, thanks for your help.”
She glanced down at the tree and saw a colorful figure sitting on one of the lower branches. “And
for the advice about my guide. I’ll be careful.” She clapped a hand over her money pouch to show
she’d been listening. The man didn’t say anything else, but he did nod and smile before
lumbering away.Adeleia watched him leave before starting down the trail. On no less than three
occasions he looked back at her—more evidence that he was more than he seemed. He
reached the bottom of the hill and disappeared behind some buildings, and Adeleia cinched up
her pack and started down the trail he’d pointed out for her. She’d never met a Ghielt before.
Unlike a few of the other aquatic people, their species rarely came to the surface. None of the
things she’d read had anything good to say about the nomadic sea folk. Adeleia didn’t like giving
stereotypes and hearsay much credit, but right now it was all she had to go on and she was
going to be cautious. Thieves, liars, charlatans, and things even less flattering were said about
the Ghielt, but if that were all true then why would the council send one to guide their new sheriff
through town on her first day?She sighed. For all she knew it was some political maneuvering on
the council’s part, or they might not all have agreed on her appointment and this was someone’s
way of retaliating. Hell, the soldier disguised as a mechanic could have been part of it, too. As
could the pirate crew she rode down here with. Politics was one of the things that had led to her
trouble up on the surface, and while she was a good sheriff, she was lousy at playing the games
of the rich and powerful.“Dammit,” she muttered.“Everything okay, Miss?” a tiny voice above her
asked.Why does everyone keep asking me that? Adeleia looked up and saw a girl of no more
than twelve sitting in the tree. She wore a simple dress and a knitted shawl, cotton vest, satin
belt, and bits of fabric tied around her elbows and knees. She wore no shoes or hat, but she



sported a pair of tattered fingerless gloves. A brightly colored parasol and porcelain doll dressed
in the same manner as she was rested on the ground at the base of the tree.“I’m fine, yes. Are
you my guide?” Looking closely, Adeleia could see the girl’s gills, but other than that she looked
like an ordinary human child with dark hair and olive skin.The girl smiled and cocked her head to
the side as if studying Adeleia. Despite the girl’s age and the fact that she was armed only with a
tiny dagger, Adeleia felt uneasy under the scrutiny.“I am.” The Ghielt flipped out of the tree with
the grace of a gymnast and landed, arm extended for a handshake, in front of Adeleia. “I’m Mia
Ghies-Dei. Welcome to New Arlington.”Chapter 1The Game, the World, and the Characters’
PlaceThe GameClockwork Depths is a roleplaying game designed to be run in either a live
action or table top format and using the same rules for both. Set in a modern steampunk world,
the characters must put aside their differences and navigate the misdeeds of their ancestors in
order to develop the undersea city they call home and be successful. While character-driven
personality conflicts and personal grudges are part of the game and provide the drama every
story needs, if the characters allow their darker impulses to hold sway the dometown they live in
will fall to the eldritch dangers of the ocean’s depths.For those unfamiliar with a LARP, it is a
roleplaying game wherein the players dress the part and act out the majority of what their
characters do. They don’t sit at a table and say that their character is walking across the room to
talk to the town marshal, they actually get up and go do it. Clockwork Depths is meant to be an
immersive experience. The different species can be represented by simple makeup and types of
clothing, but the more effort your put into your character’s costume the more you and everyone
else will get out of the game. Due to the nature of the setting, this doesn’t mean you have to
spend a lot of money. Resales shops are a LARPer’s bestfriend when it comes to costuming.
The important part is to put some thought into your character, decide how she’d dress, then do
the best you can to put that look together. The physical descriptions and pictures found
throughout this book are a good place to start if you are having trouble picturing your character.
A LARP is as much improvisational theater as it is a roleplaying game, and what play would be
complete without good costuming?If run as a table top, the game tends to be less immersive
overall, though props, maps, and pictures of characters can all help to get the players more
invested in the setting, even while sitting around the table munching on chips. Some
Gamescapers will use other immersion methods such as lighting, sound effects, and music to
create a more complete experience. In the end, though, it is very much up to the players of a
table top to decide the feel of the game. Some are satisfied with no trappings other than their
character sheets, tokens, and some maps, while others will want to do more with props and
such. Essentially, there is no right or wrong, as long as everyone is having fun.Like any game
there must be rules, and that is where this book comes in. Not only does it set the stage, but it
also provides the framework so that everyone knows what to expect when their character
attempts to do something in game. All players have a character sheet, and it is this sheet that
defines what your character can do—whether she is a keen investigator, stern submersible
captain, or charming politician. It lists everything important about your character, from her



species to the fascination with pearls that gets her into trouble sometimes. Her character sheet
is there to define, in game mechanics terms, how good she is at doing certain things. In real life
no one is good at everything, and the character sheet lists your character’s strengths and
weaknesses.That said, your character sheet and the game mechanics should be secondary to
the roleplaying experience. Entire sessions may go by when you don’t even look at your
character sheet, let alone think of the game mechanics, and this is to be encouraged. The most
important part of your character is her backstory, how you play her at game sessions, and the
goals she is working toward. Roleplaying games are, above all, about social interaction and
telling a rich collective story. The Gamescapers (the people organizing and running the game
often generically referred to as game masters) provide the framework but the characters are the
stars of the show. Just remember that, like a movie or TV show with an ensemble cast, if one
character hogs the limelight it ruins the story’s balance. Like the clockwork mechanisms that run
the steamtech your characters use, no gear is more important than any other, and it only takes
one bad cog to foul things up.Above all, Clockwork Depths is about working together toward a
common goal. Sure, your character and her crew have their own individual goals, agendas, and
methods of doing things. Maybe she wants to be captain of her own submersible. If she already
is, then perhaps she wants it to be her crew that finds the lost talisman that will put that
approaching kraken to sleep. In a table top game you’ll more often than not be competing with
antagonists run by the Gamescaper, while in a LARP your opponents will very likely be other
players from time to time.Having these kinds of goals is good, but you will quickly find that if your
characters put their own goals ahead of what is good for the group too often, their home will be
put in jeopardy. It is important to remember that your character lives in a tiny domed town that is
several days away from any other settlement. Telegraph lines are few and far between
underwater, there is no real internet to speak of, and even the new Zeta-wave communication is
in its infancy, so your dometown is on its own.Your characters are the movers and shakers in the
community, and the choices they make have big ramifications to the rest of the populace. The
ocean is a dangerous place. The nations of the world are still salty over losing control of the
dometowns decades ago, and they have their own people in place trying to regain control—one
way or another. Not all the species of the sea are friendly, and there are beasties both magical
and mundane for whom the characters are little more than a tasty treat. Conflict and rivalry
between characters is fine, but if it grows into hatred and deadly violence then the city might be
lost.For those of you who have gamed before, whatever your chosen medium, you’ve run into
games where the best—and sometimes only—solution is to kill the problem. Whether monsters
are attacking your village, you’re “pacifying” an alien planet, or your rival double crosses you,
there is an expectation in those games that your character is going to pick up a gun/sword/
chainsaw and attack. Having that approach in Clockwork Depths, however, will quickly land your
character in prison. The game is set in a world where Victorian propriety, sensibilities, and laws
hold sway. Dometowns and the surrounding areas can be dangerous, so walking around with a
sidearm, cutlass, or even a harpoon is generally acceptable. Using those weapons



indiscriminately is not. While parts of the dometowns can feel like the Old West, there are laws
even on the frontier.In short, if your character kills a sentient being of any species, then she had
better have a good reason or else she’ll find herself on the wrong side of the law. This isn’t to say
your character can’t defend herself, but shooting someone who cheated at cards doesn’t fly. If
someone disappears there’s an investigation, and that goes doubly so if a body is found.
Shootouts can happen but are not the norm in this game. If someone gets in your character’s
way and she feels the need for revenge, killing should be a last resort.The LookThe steampunk
genre, whether represented by this game, a novel, or an entire convention, is all about the look. It
is tricky to simply try and tell someone what steampunk is all about without having visuals to
help. Victorian garb, clockwork gadgets, and ever-present goggles are the staples of the genre
but every steampunk world takes these basics and determines its own direction from
there.Clockwork Depths, while primarily a steampunk game, has its own look that can best be
described as clockwork-contemporary. All the hallmarks of classic steampunk are here—
amazing gadgets made of copper and brass with gears, pipes, and gauges; Victorian garb like
bowler hats, full dresses, and long coats exist alongside clockwork limbs and the ever-present
goggles (either plain or mechanized, of course). Steam-based machines and technology hold
sway. Simple automobiles drive along the roads while sleek airships fill the skies above them.
Beneath the waves, submersibles of all shapes and sizes run cargo (legal or otherwise), lend
their might to the defense of their dometowns, or even prey upon weaker vessels in the ancient
art of piracy.But in Clockwork Depths, steampunk culture continued far into the 1950s before
reverting to a simpler time after World War II ended in 1955. Hints of real world contemporary
pop culture are seen in both the fashion and the setting. While dometowns look like an
underwater version of a frontier town or Victorian city, there are also billboards advertising
Sharky Cola on the water tower or a Seahorse Coffee franchise store on Main Street. A person
can be seen walking down the street in a full Victorian dress yet has their favorite sports team’s
logo painted on their parasol, while the gentleperson next to them is dressed in a top hat, frock
coat, jeans and sneakers. The main style components are from the Victorian era but bits of the
twenty-first century fashion and culture are sprinkled in.In addition to these two main
components, the look of Clockwork Depths is also tinged with mysticism, all things aquatic, and
a pinch of illegal digital technology. Mysticism was a prevalent part of the real-world Victorian
Age, but it is even more so in the game world because the setting contains magic rituals with
visceral effects, true psychic powers, and working alchemy. Potions and charms abound, many
of which are real and not just the work of snake oil charlatans. Dovetailing with this mystic feel is
the influence the aquatic species and environment have had on fashion and culture. Subdued
aquatic colors are featured in addition to the earthy tones typically associated with the
steampunk genre. Materials other than brass, copper and leather are seen as well, running the
gamut from shimmery, scale-like fabrics to items made of bone, shells, and coral. Finally, while
digital technology was banned after the atomic exchange that ended World War II, there is a
fringe group that practices it. A person occasionally finds pieces of it here and there—a digital



watch out of the 1980s, or, even more rarely, laptop or a hands-free device of some sort.To help
capture the look of the game, visit our website for guides that Girded Rose Games has created
to help you on your way.The FeelClockwork Depths has a “cooperation from isolation” feel. The
characters are part of a worldwide organization called the United Coalition, yet most dometowns
are days, if not weeks, of travel away from one another. Inter-dometown communication is spotty
at best, what with the ever-present ethersquids chewing on the few underwater telegraph lines.
Many things within a dometown also isolate the characters. Species of sea and sky have an “us
versus them” attitude, natural species look down on those that were created, and societal feuds
that go back decades (or centuries) can pit even those of the same species against one
another.Against all the factors threatening to isolate and divide the characters, the players must
unite to defend their city or their chronicle might end. In a table top game this means allying with
characters run by the Gamescaper from time to time instead of always being antagonistic, while
in a LARP, the different crews will often have to work together.The characters of Clockwork
Depths greatly influence their dometown and chronicle. In other roleplaying games, if a player
screws up her character might die. In Clockwork Depths, the actions the characters take directly
impact the health and welfare of their dometown. If it isn’t maintained by the characters it is open
to all manner of threats and could fall out of their control. If the characters are lucky, maybe one
of the nations of the world simply retakes the town for “safe keeping.” However, there are plenty
of stories of dometowns that have been wiped out by something big and hungry. Even worse,
sometimes a town’s population simply vanishes, leaving nothing but unused buildings,
equipment, and even personal items. In other words, if things in the game get too far out of
control the Gamescapers can hit the big reset button in the sky (or the sea in this case) and
cause most, if not all, of the players to make new characters.This is just a game, however, and
meant to be fun, so the Head Gamescaper will have checks in place to keep this from
happening too easily. The players shouldn’t feel like they are on the verge of being forced to
make a new character all the time. The Gamescapers should let the players know, well in
advance, if they are heading for a fall. A few mistakes won’t bring things toppling down, but
actions that the characters take, or don’t take, affect the survival of the town. Once a character
becomes a “big fish” in the game there is no sitting back and throwing her weight around. If the
city falls, the character will fall with it—no matter how powerful. Then it is up to the Gamescaper
to decide if she wants to hit reset button on her game or let any survivors limp off and find a new
home so they can try again.Let the characters know when their efforts helped to avert disaster.
Gamescapers should concentrate on rewarding their successes and use those positive actions
to inject a feeling of triumph to a gaming session. Did the crews take time to make sure the town
had enough food and supplies? Did their constant patrols and excursions alert them to danger?
Let the characters know that the time and effort spent was well worth it. This can be done in an
obvious way (such as giving those responsible a “key to the city” reward ceremony), or through
more subtle methods. Maybe the old woman who takes care of orphans bakes the crew a nice
pie, or the town’s gunsmith gifts them the masterpiece revolvers she just built. In the end, this



sense of responsibility should make the players feel motivated, not discouraged.TermsGaming
TermsAction: Something a character is trying to do. These are further defined as Physical,
Mental, Social, and Mystical actions so that the player knows which of her attributes to use when
attempting the action.Attribute: One of the eight stats that define a character’s basic physical,
mental, social and mystical make up. They are Strength and Agility (Physical), Intellect and
Perception (Mental), Appearance and Charm (Social), and Aura and Will (Mystical).Bane: A
weakness that a character possesses. Not all characters will have a Bane.Boon: The opposite of
a Bane, Boons are something special or unique about the character that give her an advantage
in the game.Chronicle: A story or adventure run in the world of Clockwork Depths by a
Gamescaper. A chronicle can either be Independent (unconnected to other chronicles) or part of
a Network (a chronicle that exists in a shared world with other chronicles).Draw: The mechanic
used to see if a character succeeds in an action she is taking. A Normal Draw involves pulling
Tokens from your Draw Bag. The number of tokens drawn is based on your Skill ranks. A Basic
Draw leaves more to luck and only involves drawing a single token. When a draw is called for,
the Gamescaper will present it as the Skill needed/what Attributes count as successes. Shooting
a gun, for example, would be presented as making a Guns/Physical draw.Draw Bag: A special
bag kept on your character during game sessions used to draw tokens from when attempting an
action.Gamescaper (GS): The person (or people) running the chronicle. They come up with the
story and antagonists and resolve the actions being taken by the PCs. If there is more than one
Gamescaper, one of them is usually the Head Gamescaper, and their word is final in all matters.
There can also be Gamescaper Assistants (GAs) who can act as Gamescapers in some ways
but who also have their own characters and are not privy to plot details. They usually help the
GS with administrative tasks for the game or running NPCs.LARP: Short for Live Action Role
Playing game. It is a game in which you take the actions of your character instead of simply
describing them (unless such actions are violent and/or dangerous). It is equal parts improv
acting and gaming. LARPs often have more than 10 players and multiple Gamescapers.NPC:
Short for Non-Player Character. These are characters run by a GS or GA instead of by a player
of the game. They are like the supporting cast in a movie or TV show and are often
antagonists.PC: Short for Player Character. These are the stars of the show and are run by the
people playing the game.Skill Set: A group of 4 related Skills. Skills are things your character has
learned throughout her lifetime. In the game they determine how many Tokens you draw when
attempting an action. The more tokens you draw, the greater your chance for success. Examples
of Skills are Academics and Science (in the Scholar Skill Set), Firearms, Swimming, and
Larceny.Table Top: An approach to roleplaying wherein the Gamescaper and players sit in an
area (often around a table) to play the game. They dictate their actions more than acting them
out. Table top games work best with 4–10 players and a single Gamescaper.Token: Plastic or
metal chips in your draw bag, each of which represents one of the eight Attributes your character
has. The higher the Attributes, the more of that kind of token she has. During a draw, if you select
the right kind of tokens (a Physical one when attempting a physical action for example) you



succeed, so the more tokens you have in an area the better your chance for success.In-Game
TermsThese terms can be used by both the players and their characters.Alchemy: A science
that involves changing one thing into another to create new, almost magical, substances.
Alchemy mainly deals with changing infernite and then using that altered infernite to change
additional things. Technology took the path it did in Clockwork Depths mainly due to
alchemy.Biotechnology: Items and weapons created using living creatures that are controlled by
the character. The practice of making biotech items was first developed by Undyne mystics
known as Druids but is more widespread now. Biotech devices are known to be able to do
amazing things—if you can get past the squick factor enough to use one.Chimaera (ky-MARE-
uh): A Sky Species that are human-animal hybrids. They were first created with alchemy by the
Vita-Solutions Corporation for use in undersea exploration, but soon all manner of animal-
human pairings occurred. The changes happen at the genetic level so modern Chimaera have a
self-sustaining population and are available to be played as a PC.Dagon: An ancient sea god
revered by members of the various species. Though not evil, its followers are fanatical and
physically mutated by their devotion, so they are often looked down upon or feared.Deep Asylum
Movement: A world-wide movement that occurred following the limited atomic exchange that
ended World War II. Proponents of the DAM were convinced that going into the deepest parts of
the ocean (those not even populated by dometowns) was the only way to avoid atomic pollution.
A large percentage of humanity left at the same time to colonize the deep ocean, and a week
after they left they were never heard from again.Dometowns: The settings for the game sessions.
They resemble Victorian cities or Old West towns with a steampunk edge enclosed by domes
made of alchemical metals or glasses. Most have fairly small populations of two to three
thousand people, though larger ones do exist. Most dometowns began as simple infernite
mining camps.Ghielt (GELT, like melt with a hard G): A Sea Species looked down upon as
thieves and nomads by most other Sea Species. It is said that their ancestors once wandered
beneath the sky until they ran out of new places to roam and started wandering the seas
instead.Hexen: A Sky Species, the Hexen were once human. However, after their ancestors
spent several generations living beneath the sea (and in close proximity to infernite) they
developed psychic powers. Untrusted by all but the kindest folks, they keep to
themselves.Humans: Originally a Sky Species, humans asked the first Mechis to explore the
seas on their behalf, thus leading to the discovery of infernite and the other sentient
species.Infernite: A greenish mineral that is only found in the oceans. It was discovered by
exploring Mechis and subsequently heavily mined. In its natural state it heats when exposed to
fresh water. When infernite comes in contact with various stimuli it changes colors and takes on
different properties such as producing light, holding an electric charge, or gaining
transmutational properties. Infernite is the key to alchemy.Irish Kingdom: The former United
Kingdom, it encompasses the British Isles and parts of Northern Europe as well. They are an
expansionist country.Lubbers: Short for landlubbers, this term is used by both submariners and
aviators for anyone who lives on dry land.Kumugwei (kah-MOO-gway): A Sea Species known for



their intimidating stature yet peaceful ways. They have a spiritual connection with the ocean, and
each tribe reveres one type of shark, believing they house the spirits of their ancestors.Mechis
(MEH-kiss): Originally a Sky Species, Mechis are elemental spirits that animate advanced
clockwork bodies that appear almost human. They were the first sentient species the humans
made contact with (though technically the first Mechis actually made contact with them), and in
exchange for helping humanity explore the world, humans built more and more Mechis
chassis.Merrow (MARE-oh): A Sea Species—and the most beautiful by far—the Merrow are the
most numerous species on Earth other than humans. They build large cities and submersibles
that are very different than the dometowns and submersibles of the humans. Their attractive
appearances and artistic talents make many people believe the Merrow are responsible for the
tales of mermaids in the early days of sailing. The Merrow claim their ancestors originally sank
with Atlantis (and numerous other ancient cities). The finless variety of Merrow can be played as
PCs.NAF: Short for the North American Federation, this country consists mainly of the former
United States and Canada and is one of the most powerful in the world.Pacific Union: Japan,
China, and the surrounding countries were hardest hit by the atomic exchange of WWII. To
survive and thrive, they banded together and formed the Pacific Union.Sea Species: Any
species that lives primarily under water, though many (like those playable as PCs) are
amphibious to some degree. The four Sea Species that are playable as PCs are the Ghielt,
Kumugwei, Merrow, and Undyne. Others such as Sea Sprites and Sirens are not.Sky Species:
Any species that lives primarily on land. Humans, Hexen, Mechis, and Chimaera are Sky
Species that are playable as PCs.Steamtech: The majority of technology in the world is
steamtech. It represents products and items made of natural materials instead of manufactured
plastics, and it uses steam and simple electricity instead of anything digital or atomic. However,
advances brought on by alchemy allow steamtech devices to be made that can mimic almost
any modern piece of technology from the real world, though these items are often bulkier and
more stylized.Submersible: A steamtech submarine. Advances in metallurgy make them safer
and easier to use than modern subs, so there are many submersibles in private use for cargo
hauling, military patrolling, and piracy.Technomancer: A person who, despite the international
bans placed on atomic energy, plastics, and digital technology, continues to use this technology
and create items based on it.Undyne (un-Dine): A Sea Species that is related to the Merrow.
They and the Merrow were, in fact, a single species except that the Undyne can use magic.
Unwise use of this magic caused a split between the Merrow and Undyne, and now the two
species rarely get along.United Coalition of Free Traders: Usually known simply as the UC, this
is a worldwide organization of independent ship owners, whether those are airships, surface
vessels, or submersibles. Ostensibly they are cargo haulers, but certain captains and crews take
a more militaristic or piratical view of things. The UC was put in charge of running the
dometowns during World War II because the Sea Species no longer trusted the nations of the
world.The Four Unbreakable RulesAside from the other game rules that are in this book, there
are four Golden Rules that should never be broken. These rules are for the safety of everyone



and ensure that all players can have a good time in a safe, fun environment. Breaking any of
these rules will result in a player being permanently removed from a chronicle immediately. Many
of these rules apply more to the LARP style of play than table top but they should be observed in
both styles.No hard action and no real violence of any kind. Physical stunts and acrobatic
actions should be avoided. No leaping over furniture, vaulting down stairs, etc. Likewise, no real
violence of any kind is allowed. Players should describe these actions if their character is taking
them, but never actually perform them.No touching. Touching is only allowed if both parties
actively consent to it. NEVER ASSUME CONSENT. If players have not discussed it ahead of
time, don’t do it. And remember, Victorian thoughts on social propriety were much stricter than
ours are today. As mentioned in the first rule, violence is not allowed. Grabbing, pushing, or even
simply physically imposing yourself in someone’s way is NEVER allowed. For example, even if a
player is 100% sure her friend would be okay with her character grabbing her arm roughly during
an argument, onlookers might not be comfortable with it and not understand what is going on.
Just don’t do it.No real weapons. Period. Depending on your GS, the location where you are
playing (playing in a public venue means no weapons or weapon props), and the local laws,
prop knives or swords may be allowed as long as they are peace tied or similarly restrained. If
they are, they should NEVER be drawn. The same goes for other steampunk prop weapons
(including converted toy guns). Get your GS’s take on things and then abide by her ruling. Again,
never draw or point any weapon prop at anyone.Don’t be a jerk. Remember that it’s a game.
Don’t bully people, complain when things don’t go your way, or metagame/cheat/lie. Also, leave
any onlookers alone if you are playing in a public area. When encountering bystanders, please
feel free to break character and tell them what is going on (or direct them to someone else if you
don’t feel comfortable with this), but don’t for a second think anyone is going to be amused by
being approached by you and your friends in-character. They won’t.History of the Clockwork
Depths WorldDivergence MilestonesThe following are some of the major differences between
our real world and the Clockwork Depths setting. See Appendix A: The World of the Game for
additional information about the game setting.1893. At the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, a
fully functional clockwork man is put on display by an unknown inventor. Though the clockwork
man is amazing in its own right, an elemental spirit possesses the chassis and brings it fully to
life. It calls itself Michael. After months of discussion with world leaders, it is decided that more
chassis will be built for additional elemental spirits on the condition that these beings, who come
to be known as Mechis, help humans explore the world and its oceans.1914 to 1918. World War
I occurs. The war has a different feel and is much more destructive due to the airships and
submersibles that are constructed using the elements and substances discovered while
exploring the oceans, killing close to 30 million people. The Merrow and Undyne, two Sea
Species, make themselves known to the public and help bring an end to the fighting. Treaties
between these Sea Species and the surface nations are signed.1939. World War II begins.
Japan attacks Pearl Harbor while the U.S. is distracted by the German airship attack on the East
Coast. WWII lasts more than a decade longer than it did in reality (to 1955) due to America’s



manufacturing infrastructure coming under attack. Nearly half a billion people die. Several
countries simultaneously develop the atomic bomb. In the last days of the war, a limited atomic
exchange involving seventeen bombs ends the conflict but kills millions. Japan, China, Germany,
California, and New York are devastated by these attacks. There is a global ban on atomic
energy and the development of electronics, and technology focuses on creating advanced
steam-powered devices. The United Coalition of Free Traders (UC), an organization unaffiliated
with any government, is given control of the various underwater cities so these places will
remain neutral in any future conflicts.The WorldState of Things TodayGiven this alternate history,
the current world of Clockwork Depths is quite different than the one we live in. The most
obvious difference is the global population, which currently stands at just under 1 billion humans
as opposed to the 7.6 billion in reality. At its most basic level this means that, if you were to look
around right now wherever you are reading this, 13 out of every 15 people are suddenly just not
there. If there are twenty houses on your block, picture it with only two or three instead. The
world of Clockwork Depths is an emptier place.In addition to this lower overall population, much
of the population of the game is centered in the large cities of the surface world. While these
cities are smaller than their real-world counterparts, this is only by a factor of 2 or 3 (instead of
2.7 million people in Chicago, there are only about a million). This city-centric population means
that the suburbs never came into being so that, on the surface, nations are dotted with cities and
small towns and have very little civilization in between.Other than humans, most of the other
species don’t have large populations. There are roughly 1 million Chimaera and Mechis (0.1% of
the population of humans) and less than 50,000 Hexen. For the Sea Species, only the Merrow
have anything close to the human population, coming in at 100 million. Undyne number 5 million
and the others less than that. Also, as far as humanity is concerned, even the Merrow do not
have a very large global presence because less than 5% of Merrow live in dometowns, and most
have no interaction with humans.The current Clockwork Depths world map.The causes for this
low population are two-fold. First, the length of World War II and the massive destruction it
caused took a great toll on population levels. An entire generation fought and died in the war,
and there was no post-war baby boom. The other event with a major impact on the world’s
population was the Deep Asylum movement. Officially, hundreds of thousands boarded massive
subs after the end of WWII to escape the “atomic pollution” and subsequently vanished, but it is
well known that thousands of other subs—subs never meant to go as deep as the large ones—
went along like scores of remoras hitching a ride on sharks. While no one knows the exact
number lost, estimates are in the tens of millions and most of those people were in the primes of
their lives. Barring other major wars or disasters, there is a chance that the population of the
Clockwork Depths world will rise, but it shows no signs of doing so at the rate it did in the real
world. The only upside to this is that the world became a more egalitarian place due to these
changes. People are primarily judged by the work they are willing to put in to help society; race,
gender, sexual orientation, and previous societal labels have become irrelevant. While there are
those who cling to such outdated ideas, they are very much in the minority.Technology is



another major difference. In the early 1900s a substance known as infernite was mined and
processed into many different forms. Some of these allowed new metals and gasses to be
created which paved the way for various steamtech devices. Light metals and buoyant gasses
allowed the widespread construction of strong, fast airships, resembling surface sailing vessels
with steering veins instead of sails. Corrosion-resistant and rust-resistant metals did the same
for submersibles with “heavy air” making it possible to store enough breathable oxygen for long
voyages and the construction of domed mining facilities.These materials and elements put
steam technology on the fast track, but other technologies developed as well. Until World War II,
diesel, electric, and even atomic energy progressed in the game world like they did in the real
one, just at a slower pace. The atomic exchange that ended the war put an end to most of these
technologies. Use of atomic and digital devices was banned by every government in the world.
Diesel technology was left alone, but people developed a fear of technological progress and
almost the entire world regressed to the level of the steamtech they were most comfortable with,
a trend that continued to the present.That said, a certain subculture known as technomancers
continued to develop digital technology, plastics, and the like. They developed many of the same
technologies we have in the real world such as laptop computers, cell phones, TVs, and
recording devices. There is even a rudimentary Internet. The reliability and networking of such
devices is limited because such a small number of people are developing these things, but they
do exist. Law enforcement is aware of the presence of such individuals, but as long as those
people don’t flout what they are up to they are left alone. Some technomantic businesses do
exist (appearing garish though sleek amongst the wooden and brick buildings), and they are
allowed to thrive as long as the locals don’t have a big problem with them…and as long as they
bribe the right officials. The most popular of these businesses are digital arcades where children
of all species drop their hard-earned coppers for a bit of distraction.Technomantic creations are
wonderous, but there is little call to repeal the laws that make them illegal. The memories of the
atomic exchange are still strong and these devices can’t really do anything that steamtech
can’t…they just tend to do it flashier.The last major difference is that in Clockwork Depths the
first-world nations are not necessarily the leaders in global affairs, and many countries are quite
different than they are in real life. North America is now a single country called the North
American Federation (NAF) and is a definite powerhouse in world affairs. The United Kingdom
and much of Europe were hit hard not just by the war but also by the Deep Asylum movement.
England, France, and Spain all had greater percentages of people leave on that failed project
than any other country. Depopulated as they were, a coup took place in the U.K., followed by a
brief invasion of the surrounding lands. This led to the formation of the Irish Kingdom, which now
vies for the top spot as far as international power goes. Mexico and parts of South America
became the land of Aztecl, and Egypt expanded and reverted to being ruled over by a monarchy,
though a female dominated one. A line of queens have overseen the Egyptian Matriarchy for
decades.New or old, on land each nation’s laws are nearly absolute. However, even here the
massive global organization, the United Coalition of Free Traders (UC), holds sway. Their sky



docks are sovereign territory where UC laws—not those of the nation—rule. The UC also has
important, powerful people in most national governments serving in various advisory
roles.Under the oceans, the surface nations of the world have almost no say so as to what goes
on. During World War II they were removed from control of the dometowns. While most of the big
nations have embassies in a dometown, officially they have no power. Unofficially, though, a
weak UC government can be bullied by a strong national presence.In addition to the UC, two
global companies are large enough to compete with the nations of the world. The first is Vita-
Solutions International (“If you’ve got problems, we have solutions!”), the company that first
created the process that gave birth to the species known as the Chimaera. Today, they are
known for several different alchemical agents, medicinal potions, and, of course, Seahorse
Coffee. This company has more money than most countries and more firepower than half of
them. They own a string of islands they purchased from the Pacific Union and have major
contracts with just about every country that can afford their services. The President and founder,
Dr. Chloe Park, is the richest woman in the world by a wide margin. In addition, she just turned
110 years old but doesn’t look a day over 40—a miracle she attributes to using her own products
daily.The other company is Mechic Industries, which is the manufacturer that won the rights to
make the first chassis for the Mechis. Through cagey dealing, they also secured the right to be
the only company that can currently make such chassis, though this exclusivity will eventually
expire. In addition to the Mechis chassis, they manufacture dozens of other types of non-sentient
clockwork beings from heavy workers to the small mimic-pets that have an endearing (and
annoying) habit of repeating what is said to them in mechanical baby talk. They are also the
second largest manufacturer of replacement clockwork parts for people. Though only two-thirds
the size of Vita-Solutions, they are still larger than any other company. However, with the end of
their exclusive contract now in sight, other manufacturers are lining up to get the next contract,
especially since it is public knowledge that the Mechis population has been far from satisfied
with their chassis lately. Mechic Industries is outwardly calm, but rumors persist that if they don’t
get the contract renewed, heads will roll—possibly literally. In all, the presence of these three
groups/companies keep the nations of the world in check and add other players to the chess
game that is global politics.Even with these differences, the world of Clockwork Depths is similar
to the real world in many ways, being a mix of the steampunk genre and modern culture. As
seen above, there are global mega-corporations and though there is no official global
communications network, fast airship travel, zeta-wave transmitters, and illegal innovations like
the crude Internet technomancers have up and running, the world is a fairly small place.Many
aspects of contemporary culture are present, though altered by the steamtech that holds sway
and aquatic nature of several other sentient species. The people of the world like their sports,
and while baseball and soccer are popular, so are other games like Wei-Kor—crudely called
harpoon hockey by its detractors—and water polo. (See Appendix B for a full description of Wei-
Kor and its rules.) In the dometowns especially, hats and jerseys of peoples’ favorite teams are
worn alongside Victorian dresses, top hats, and trousers.There are restaurant and drink chains



(complete with advertising on the sides of water towers, wooden billboards, and even airships
and submersibles) though the whole “disposable revolution” never took hold and so customers
are expected to bring their own cups, saucers, and mugs to places like Seahorse Coffee and
Sharky’s Doghouse restaurants.The United Coalition of Free TradersThe United Coalition of
Free Traders (UC) was founded in 1919 in response to the first world war. During the war, even
those countries not directly involved in the fighting were affected due to the interruption of the
food supply and other necessities. Nations needed every available ship for the war effort, going
so far as conscripting private ships into military service. In addition to the death toll for
combatants, the civilian population suffered greatly because of the lack of essential
supplies.After the war’s end, a dozen of the largest international shipping companies banded
together to avoid future military conscriptions of their ships. Because these companies were
based in various countries they decided that, should they join forces, no one country would be
their home. They would be a truly global organization and would be too powerful for a national
government to control.The UC was formed at the perfect time to achieve these goals. Though
some of their ships had been lost in the fighting, the national fleets of the world (surface, sky,
and submersible) were in shambles. No one country could keep the UC from doing what it
wanted, and there was not enough trust between countries to form a stable alliance and argue
against the newly formed organization. Also, many people had lost faith in their governments and
saw the benefit of having an independent group that would, if such a terrible war ever happened
again, be able to keep the supply lines running.The UC was born and within 3 years had more
than doubled the size of its already impressive operations. More and more groups, as well as
individual ships, flocked to the UC’s banner. After all, the UC asked for little: small annual
membership dues and a promise to operate in accordance with some liberal “rules” in regard to
piracy and the like. For the most part, the ships of the UC were still free to do what they wanted.
They could take on whatever cargo they wanted and were only occasionally asked to perform
tasks for the UC. They were well compensated for this work, so much so that many vessels of
the UC will only do UC sponsored jobs.In return, UC ships could make use of any coalition
docking facilities, and the services provided at these stations cost a fraction of what they did
elsewhere. Entire towns formed around these docks both above and below the water.
Independent vendors knew setting up next to a dock would give them an endless stream of
customers, and the aviators and submariners knew they’d find good prices at such places. Many
of the dometowns today that weren’t originally mining facilities started as simple UC
docks.Flying the UC colors also provided protection, and it quickly became known that those
who attacked a UC vessel were attacked themselves shortly thereafter. UC vessels also found
themselves with a certain degree of safety from national governments. Though the nations never
engaged in acts of outright piracy (after all, they couldn’t be held accountable for the actions of
privateers), the tariffs and taxes levied on certain goods often stole more money from cargo
crews than any pirate ever could. While still subject to normal tariffs, UC members avoid added
“extras” that some governments tacked on to line their own pockets.By the time the government



fleets had been rebuilt, the UC had grown too big for any single nation to dismantle. World War II
broke out in 1939, right when several of the most powerful nations in the world were preparing to
make a concerted effort to put the UC’s power in check.Despite its fleet suffering casualties, the
UC managed to do exactly what it had been created for: the supply lines were kept open and
civilian deaths were greatly diminished in comparison to those suffered in the first world war.
Many UC ships and their crews became folk heroes, and tales of them evading enemy ships to
bring needed food and supplies became legendary.If the end of the first world war left people
unsatisfied with their governments, the long and bloody nature of the second one had them
furious. Six years into the conflict, the undersea species pushed the governments of the surface
world to cede control of the dometowns to a neutral party, and the people of the surface nations
agreed. The answer to the people was obvious enough, but the governments fought long and
hard against handing even more power to the UC. In the end, control was ceded. The nations
were allowed to maintain a presence in any dometown they wanted to, but the actual running,
defense, and administration of them became the providence of the UC. In addition, UC power
grew on the surface as the areas around their sky docks were now controlled by coalition law as
opposed to the laws of the neighboring nation. Officially, the UC still answered to the various
nations that their sky docks were located in, but most docks had their own constables, sheriffs,
and other law enforcement.Currently, beneath the waves the UC runs any settlement with more
than 500 residents in it. This translates to a little over 3,000 dometowns, or roughly 30% of them.
Anything smaller can still be run by the national government that founded it.Under the
governance of the UC, the dometowns have become places of diplomacy and commerce where
the species of sea and sky can meet freely. While the majority of those in charge of the
dometowns are humans, some of the other species have a political presence as well. The
Dagonites and Hexen do not, as a rule, have much say in dometowns, and it is also rare for
Kumugwei, Ghielt, and Mechis. The Merrow, however, are a close second to humans in this
regard, with Undyne and Chimaera holding a respectable number of positions within the UC’s
dometowns.The UC, and thus the dometowns, have a fairly simple power structure, but things
can get very muddy depending on the relationships of those in charge. A Governor and an
Admiral are at the top of the food chain. In theory they are supposed to make all decisions for a
dometown together, but in practice there is a definite division of labor. In its simplest terms, the
Governor looks in while the Admiral looks out.Submersibles, the docks, and the security of the
dometown from outside threats are the purview of the Admiral. Directly under the Admiral are
two other positions. The first is the Harbormaster, who keeps track of the comings and goings of
the various vessels and what they load or unload, and who tracks jobs that need doing so that
UC vessels always have work. Sometimes the Harbormaster has people under her to do any
one of these tasks, such as a Quartermaster to keep track of goods in and out, or a Secretary to
track jobs available. The second under the Admiral is the Commodore, who plans and
implements the defense of the dometown from outside threats. The Commodore makes deals
with the captains of various vessels for this purpose and ensures that any base defenses are in



good repair and properly manned.The Governor is responsible for the welfare of the dometown
itself and the people who call it home. Under the Governor, there is a Constable who keeps the
peace within the dometown and enforces the law. The Constable may have Deputies to help her
with this task. The Governor also has a Chief Administrator who oversees the practical matters
of running a town. She monitors the food supply, the utilities, and infrastructure repairs when
needed. The Chief Administrator often has lesser administrators in specific capacities.At first
glance these six roles are fairly cut and dry but there are grey areas. If a ship of pirates docks
and invades the dometown, whose job is it to go after them—the Commodore or Constable?
Who is to be blamed for a food shortage, the Harbormaster or Chief Administrator? If the
Admiral and Governor get along well these things aren’t an issue, but if not there can be much
sniping and jockeying for power. If one of the two is weak, some of their responsibilities can even
be taken by the other. For example, a strong Admiral could have her Commodore pick the
Constable.Under this direct chain of command are three groups who also have a say in the
affairs of the dometown: the Captains’ Council, Merchants’ Union, and Civilian Committee.
These groups meet once per month. Once a month the Admiral and Governor invite the leaders
of these three groups to meet with them as a sort of advisory body to discuss all matters
pertaining to the dometown. Though technically the Admiral and Governor don’t answer to these
leaders, if they are ignored too often these groups may decide their town needs new
leadership.The Captains’ Council is made up of submersible captains who call the dometown
home. This should include all the PC captains and, if so desired, a PC should be the leader of
this group in order to give them a strong voice at the game sessions.Anyone who runs a shop or
business in the dometown can be in the Merchants’ Guild. Again, any PC shop owners should
be a part of the guild and one should be the spokesperson for it.Anyone can be in the Civilian
Committee, even if they belong to one of the other groups as well. The PCs should belong to it if
they don’t belong to one of the other two groups, and they can even if they do. One of them
should speak for the committee as well, as long as they do not also speak for one of the other
groups.All in all, the ruling council (Governor, Admiral, and the leaders of the Captains’ Council,
Merchants’ Guild, and the Civilian Committee) makes all the decisions for a given dometown.
There is some room for appeal, but not much. It is mainly up to the Admiral and Governor to
keep each other in check. Failing this, if the heads of all three groups agree that a decision being
made is wrong, then that decision must be reviewed and then agreed on by three out of the five
members of the ruling council, or else it cannot be put into action. There are exceptions to this
set-up, but most UC dometowns are ruled in this manner. Small dometowns can be run in any
one of dozens of different ways depending on their size and function.The DometownsDometown
is the generic name for any size of underwater habitat. All dometowns have some things in
common. They are all fully enclosed to accommodate the species of the sky (humans,
Chimaera, etc.) and to ease verbal communication. These enclosures are almost always domes
because those shapes are strong and durable in the undersea tides. In the beginning, these
domes were made of copperlite, an opaque substance that resisted the corrosive saltwater. In



the 1980s those domes began to be replaced with a type of clear glass that had the strength of
steel with a fraction of the weight. Small dometowns still tend to be made of the copperlite
because they lack the resources to switch, and some dometowns have retained that material for
other reasons. Larger, wealthier dometowns have switched to either all glass or have put a
generous supply of glass viewports in their copperlite domes. There are other substances that
the domes can be made of (like rare and beautiful K’Kae crystal), but this is unusual.Every
dometown has docking stations for various size submersibles, with the number of these docks
ranging anywhere from a single dock to dozens. There is a harbor area adjacent to these docks
where goods are stored, and several shops are located in this area as well.Other than these
similarities, and the common leadership put into place by the UC, each dometown is different.
While many started off as simple mining operations, the varying needs of those operations and
in the surrounding areas caused the settlements to grow in unique ways. Some developed as
military outposts while others became large cities. Also, some dometowns didn’t start as mining
colonies at all. The biggest underwater cities were built to be self-contained and fully functioning
cities from the very beginning.There are three main classifications of dometowns: Cities, Towns,
and Villages. As on land, the key difference between the three is size, judged more on
population than geographical area.Cities are the largest habitats under the water built by
humans. Each city, or cluster city, consists of a central Hub city and its 4 to 8 surrounding Point
cities. There are only thirty Hub cities around the globe, and all of these were built from the start
as large cities instead of developing from mining colonies. Their footprint covers a diameter of 3
to 5 miles, and numerous high-rise structures increase their capacity even more. While the
height of the domes can vary due to the construction techniques and materials used, the peak of
most domes is about one quarter of the diameter of its footprint. Hub cities rarely have their own
fields (relying on a near point city for this feature), but often boast several amenities. Hub cities
have the most futuristic appearance of any of the undersea habitats and feature custom living
areas that raise the rich and famous above the common folk. Hub cities typically house
25-30,000 people.Surrounding the Hub cities are Point cities, similar to how a city in the real
world has suburbs. Most of these Point cities have living and shopping areas, and one or two
often have a specific focus, such as agriculture or industrial areas. Though positioned hundreds
of yards or sometimes even a few miles away from its Hub, Point cities are connected to it in
some way (aquatic trains, passenger tubes, etc.) to make it easier to travel from one to the other.
Point cities house 10-25,000 people, but some specialized cities have a smaller population. A
city that is one big industrial factory might only have 5,000 or so residents who are all
workers.The first cluster cities were built along the coasts of the larger surface countries in an
attempt by those nations to recover some control of the underwater domains from the UC. This
failed for the most part. In the last decade, the UC itself has built several cluster cities away from
any surface nation. While cluster cities can be the setting for a game, they are not the best
location for one to take place. Their large size means that the impact the PCs can have is
smaller, and the work the GS will have to do is commensurately larger. Still, if the PCs want to



know what true power is, the Governors and Admirals of these cities hold great sway over the
affairs of the UC and the world.
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